
LEGAL NOTICE
Every effort has been made to ensure that the content of this brochure is correct at the time of production (November 2017). This brochure has been produced featuring prototype or accessorised vehicles exhibited at motor shows and, in accordance with the company’s policy of continuously improving its products, Nissan South Africa reserves the right to change the specification and the vehicles described and shown in this brochure at any time. Nissan Dealers will be informed of any such modifications as quickly as possible. Please check with your local Nissan Dealer to receive 
the most up-to-date information. Due to the limitations of the printing processes used, the colours shown in this brochure may differ slightly from the actual colours of the paint and interior trim materials used. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or part of this brochure without the written permission from Nissan is forbidden. Quoted fuel consumption and emission values have been established using the prescribed method of measurement (United Nations Economic Commission for Europe “ECE” Regulation R101 in the current version) as required under current legislation. 
This data does not pertain to the specific vehicle and does not comprise part of the offer, but is supplied for the purpose of comparison between the various types of vehicles, in accordance with 1999/94/EC. Driving behaviour / conditions and other non-technical factors contribute towards a vehicle’s fuel consumption and CO2 emissions over and above the determined fuel efficiency of a vehicle.
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NISSAN



PATROL
NISSAN

NISSAN CROSSOVERS AND SUVS

ENGINES 1.2 DIG-T 1.5 dCi 1.6 DIG-T

Power 85 kW/190 Nm 81 kW/260 Nm 140 kW/240 Nm

Service Plan 3 years/90 000km

Warranty 6 years/150 000km

Looking for a good time? The Nissan JUKE offers that in spades, and 
loads more. From the first glimpse of its audacious headlights, to the 
imposing grille and lower fender, and across its sleek upper body 
sportscar styling, the Nissan JUKE makes a bold statement with every 
arrival: Thrill seeker on the move. You have a city trailblazer with more 
than enough attitude to own the urban jungle.

NISSAN

JUKE
TESTED TO THRILL

ENGINES 1.2T 1.2T CVT 1.5dCi

Power 85 kW/190 Nm 85 kW/165 Nm 81 kW/260 Nm

Service Plan 3 years/90 000km

Warranty 6 years/150 000km

* On selected models.

QASHQAI
NISSAN

CITYPROOF
The Nissan Qashqai is the agile urban crossover created to take on the city – and 
more. Packed with advanced, intuitive technology and state-of-the-art connected 
services*, its dynamic ride and handling give you complete control, always. Take on the 
city? The intensity of the Nissan QASHQAI means you can take on the world in style. 

FIND OUT MORE  
ABOUT THE QASHQAI

ENGINES 2.0 XE 2.5 SE 1.6 dCi

Power 106 kW/200 Nm 126 kW/233 Nm 96 kW/320 Nm

Service Plan 3 years/90 000km

Warranty 6 years/150 000km

Experience the joy of life’s adventures in a bigger, bolder crossover that 
has everything you need to get out there. Muscular sculpted styling,  
solid capabilities and next-level technologies will keep you in control  
and give you all the space, comfort and flexibility you need to enjoy  
your action-packed trips. So where to next? Go out there & explore.  

X-TRAIL
NISSAN

GET INSIDE, GET OUT THERE

FIND OUT MORE  
ABOUT THE X-TRAIL

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT 
THE NISSAN PATROL

Over more than six decades, the Nissan PATROL has built and consolidated its reputation 
for being “King of the Off-Road” throughout Africa’s unforgiving landscape. Now the Nissan 
PATROL elevates that coveted reputation even further. 

The Nissan PATROL takes proven performance, versatility and reliability and ups the ante 
with superbly sophisticated styling, superior comfort and a host of advanced technologies 
and safety features.

THINK BIG

FIND OUT MORE  
ABOUT THE JUKE

MODEL 5.6 V8  LE 4WD 7AT

Power 298 kW/560 Nm

Fuel tank capacity 140ℓ

Service Plan 3 years/90 000km

Warranty 6 years/150 000km

https://www.nissan.co.za/vehicles/new/qashqai.html
https://www.nissan.co.za/vehicles/new/x-trail.html
https://www.nissan.co.za/vehicles/new/patrol-wagon.html
https://www.nissan.co.za/vehicles/new/juke.html


NISSAN PASSENGER VEHICLES

FIND OUT MORE  
ABOUT THE MICRA

FIND OUT MORE  
ABOUT THE ALMERA

Own the look. Own the performance. Own the Nissan MICRA ACTIVE.  
And go to town with the new Nissan MICRA ACTIVE’S sporty attitude, 
agile handling and refined styling. From its signature grille, distinct 
Halogen headlamps to the perfectly integrated tailgate, the bold new 
Nissan MICRA ACTIVE takes on all comers. And wins, beautifully.

MICRA ACTIVE
NISSAN

FUN HUNTERS
ALMERA
NISSAN

FOR THOSE WHO WANT TO LIVE LARGE
No longer will compact sedans stand in the shadow of their larger relatives.  
No longer will you have to compromise style for space, form for function, technology  
for affordability. Never again will you have to choose between performance and 
practicality, or pay a premium to transport your family around in the style, safety  
and comfort they deserve. Now you can have it all with the Nissan ALMERA.

MODEL 1.5 Acenta MT 1.5 Acenta AT

Power 73 kW/134 Nm 73 kW/134 Nm

Safety Features ABS, EBD, BA

Service Plan 3 years/90 000km

Warranty 6 years/150 000km

MODEL  1.2 Visia MT

Power 56 kW/104 Nm

Turning Radius 4.64 metres

Service Plan 3 years/90 000km

Warranty 6 years/150 000km

https://www.nissan.co.za/vehicles/new/micra-active.html
https://www.nissan.co.za/vehicles/new/almera.html


370Z
NISSAN

GTR
NISSAN

Legendary isn’t found in a lap time. Or a 0-100 number. Or even on a price tag. It’s built on an obsession to detail. And a radical belief that a real supercar 
delivers performance in real-world conditions. For anyone. Anywhere. Anytime. So refined, yet so capable, in the right hands it can turn the automotive 
world on its ear. The new Nissan GT-R. Its history speaks of world-beating performance, but the pursuit will always be of pure exhilaration.

LEGENDARY EXHILARATION

NISSAN PERFORMANCE

POWER 

408 kW
TORQUE 

632 Nm
TOP SPEED 

315 km/h
POWER 

245 kW
TORQUE 

363 Nm
TOP SPEED 

250 km/h LIMITED

With over 40 years of legendary automotive engineering, the Nissan Z range has proven what a rich sports car heritage it owns.  
Every element of the vehicle is passionately designed and engineered to provide an extraordinary experience for the sports car enthusiast. 
Outstanding style, exhilarating performance, the Nissan 370Z lets you find your freedom and Live Life In The Red.

LIVE LIFE IN THE RED

FIND OUT MORE  
ABOUT THE 370Z

FIND OUT MORE  
ABOUT THE GTR

https://www.nissan.co.za/vehicles/new/370z.html
https://www.nissan.co.za/vehicles/new/new-GT-R.html


NISSAN LEGENDARY BAKKIES

The Nissan NP200 range gives more than only practicality and  
under-the-skin durability. The sleek exterior styling projects a no 
nonsense attitude. 
 
The Nissan NP200’s class-leading payload of 800kg, combined  
with its fuel efficient 1.6l petrol and 1.5l dCi engines and lowest possible 
levels of overall running and repair costs, put this extraordinary 
bakkie way ahead of the pack.

NP200
NISSAN

A LIVING LEGEND

ENGINES 1.6 8V 1.6 16V 1.5dCi

Power 64 kW/128 Nm 77 kW/148 Nm 63 kW/200 Nm

Maximum Payload 800 kg

NAVARA
NISSAN

PATROL PICKUP
NISSAN

FULLY CAPABLE
The Nissan NP300 HARDBODY is an unmistakable legend of the South African light commercial vehicle 
market. A thoroughbred workhorse, it continues to offer exceptional return on investment, delivering 
usable space and utility with ease and building on an already enviable reputation for getting the job 
done, whatever is asked of it. 

NP300 HARDBODY
NISSAN

A THOROUGHBRED WORKHORSE

SINGLE CAB 2.0 BASE  
S/CAB

2.5 TDI BASE  
S/CAB

2.4 4x4  
S/CAB

2.5 TDi 4x4  
S/CAB

2.5 TDi HI-RIDER 
S/CAB

Power 84 kW/169 Nm 98 kW/304 Nm 105 kW/205 Nm 98 kW/304 Nm 98 kW/304 Nm

Load Capacity 1 359 kg 1 240 kg 1 123 kg 1 024 kg 1 094 kg

DOUBLE CAB 2.4 HI-RIDER  
D/CAB

2.4 HI-RIDER 4x4 
D/CAB

2.5 TDI HI-RIDER 
D/CAB

Power 105kW/205 Nm 105 kW/205 Nm 98 kW/304 Nm

Load Capacity 1 095 kg 995 kg 1 005 kg

FIND OUT MORE  
ABOUT THE NP200

Patrol Pickup 3.0Di 4x4

Power 110 kW/371 Nm

Fuel tank capacity +  
sub-tank capacity 95ℓ + 80ℓ

Africa is not for the faint-hearted, making the Nissan PATROL PICKUP the perfect 
vehicle for the challenge. Designed to conquer the most unforgiving terrain, the 
Nissan PATROL PICKUP’s rugged construction and solid, innovative engineering 
means it takes the most daunting obstacles in its stride. 

TOUGH ENOUGH TO TAKE ON ANYTHING
Whether it’s the depths of the country or the concrete jungle, the new Nissan NAVARA 
is always in its element. With its full-length, fully boxed ladder frame, heavy-duty 
components, and array of off road features backed by plenty of power and low-end 
torque, the new Nissan NAVARA takes you off and on road without missing a beat.

Inside, the ergonomic design of the dashboard and high quality materials of the 
interior are reminiscent of a Premium Crossover. While features such as astronaut-
inspired zero-gravity seats and dual-zone Automatic Temperature Control make  
the New Nissan NAVARA as comfortable as it is tough.

Model
2.3D SE 
4X2 DC 

MT

2.3D SE 
4X2 DC AT

2.3D LE 
4X2 DC MT 
+ Leather

2.3D LE 
4X2 DC AT 
+ Leather

2.3D SE 
4X4 DC 

MT

2.3D LE 
4X4 DC 
MT with 
Leather

2.3D LE 
4X4 DC 
AT with 
Leather

Power 140 kW/ 
450 Nm

140 kW/ 
450 Nm

140 kW/ 
450 Nm

140 kW/ 
450 Nm

140 kW/ 
450 Nm

140 kW/ 
450 Nm

140 kW/ 
450 Nm

Maximum 
towing capacity 
(unbraked)

3 500 kg 3 500 kg 3 500 kg 3 500 kg 3 500 kg 3 500 kg 3 500 kg

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT 
THE NP300 HARDBODY

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT 
THE PATROL PICKUP

FIND OUT MORE  
ABOUT THE NAVARA

https://www.nissan.co.za/vehicles/new/np200.html
https://www.nissan.co.za/vehicles/new/np300-hardbody.html
https://www.nissan.co.za/vehicles/new/patrol-pick-up.html
https://www.nissan.co.za/vehicles/new/New-Navara.html


The exceptionally generous cargo area of the Nissan NV350 tells you one thing: 
this light commercial vehicle is built to carry your business to the next level. 

With a large load capacity, the Nissan NV350 can carry cargo up to 3.25m long, 
with an interior width of 1.73m and a height of 1.645m. Embedded mounting nuts 
on the interior side panels provide convenient anchor points for hooks, shelves  
or other fittings, while flattened wheel arches mean more items can be loaded. 
Along with improved profitability. 

NV350  
PANEL VAN 

NV350 
IMPENDULO

NISSAN

NISSAN

NV200  
PANEL VAN

NV200  
COMBI

NISSAN

NISSAN

Compact, economical, stylish and hard working – what more could you 
want in a business partner? Comfort, versatility and a host of safety 
features? The Nissan NV200 Panel van has those too. And with the Nissan 
NV200’s intelligent design it provides a cargo area that’s surprisingly 
spacious. Let’s get down to business. 

TRANSPORT CARGO IN STYLE!

BUSINESS AND PLEASURE
Designed to carry 15 passengers and a driver in comfort, the Nissan NV350  
Impendulo offers comfortable passenger seats with an easy-fold aisle seat  
to make entry and exit effortless

A fuel-injected 2.5 litre petrol engine together with a 5-speed manual  
transmission, ensure you deliver your customers to their destinations  
economically and reliably every time.

TURNS HEADS AS WELL AS IT DOES PROFIT

EVERY TRIP IS A PLEASURE

NISSAN LIGHT COMMERCIAL VEHICLES

MODELS 1.6I Visia 1.5dCi Visia

Power 81 kW/153 Nm 66 kW/200 Nm

Maximum payload 739 kg

MODELS 2.5 Narrow Body 2.5 dCI Wide Body 2.5 Wide Body

Power 108 kW/213 Nm 95 kW/356 Nm 108 kW/213 Nm

Maximum Payload 1 460 1 390 1 430

MODELS 2.5 Impendulo

Power 108 kW/213 Nm

Seats 15 + Driver
MODELS 1.6I Visia 1.5dCi Visia

Power 81 kW/153 Nm 66 kW/200 Nm

Safety Features ABS, EBD, ESP

A Admiring looks are always appreciated. And something you’ll 
get used to when driving the Nissan NV200 COMBI. Its bold, 
sleek styling and assertive looks announce that you’re on top 
of your game, whether it’s transporting passengers safely or 
taking the family on holiday. 

Seating up to 7 people, the modular seating in the Nissan NV200 
COMBI creates a wealth of possibilities. Both the second 
and third row of seats are foldable, providing outstanding 
flexibility for either business or leisure needs. 

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT 
THE NV200 PANEL VAN

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT 
THE NV200 COMBI

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT 
THE NV350 PANEL VAN

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT 
THE NV350 IMPENDULO

https://www.nissan.co.za/vehicles/new/nv200-van.html
https://www.nissan.co.za/vehicles/new/nv200-combi.html
https://www.nissan.co.za/vehicles/new/nv350.html
https://www.nissan.co.za/vehicles/new/nv350-impendulo.html

